
CALL FOR EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST FOR CREATIVE TEAM 
 
Mackay Musical Comedy Players are very excited to introduce MTI's All Together Now! 
- A Global Event Celebrating Local Theatre from November 12 – 15, 2021. The 
committee is very much looking forward to working with a team of NEW FIRST-TIME 
directors/choreographers to create a modern cabaret style show, showcasing local 
talent through musicals of varied styles and genres. 
 
 
In 1965 the Mackay Musical Comedy Players was born through the collaboration of the late Jack Sturgeon and Lynette 
Denny (Millard) and a team of foundation members. For over 50 years many different collaborations have produced 
countless shows of a high standard. The committee’s vision for All Together Now! is to offer Mackay audiences a 
glimpse into these diverse and entertaining musicals and to celebrate and showcase the talent in Mackay. We invite 
directors with vision and passion for this production to submit an Expression of Interest. First-time directors with stage 
experience are encouraged to apply - previous directing experience is not a pre-requisite. 
 
This is an opportunity for theatres around the world to locally produce and perform an exclusive musical revue 
featuring songs from MTI's beloved shows. The revue features 15 slots for musical performances with multiple 
song options per slot, so MMCP has some have flexibility with how the show is presented. The option to choose 
from two or three fantastic songs for each slot allows MMCP to tailor the show to best fit their artistic/creative vision,  
the talents of their cast, and the composition of their audience. 
 
All Together Now! is an opportunity for a team of new first-time directors or choreographers (potentially 3-4 
directors/choreographers) to create a modern cabaret style show and give them a chance to hone their 
directing skills. A mentor/overseeing creative director appointed by the committee (Tonia Beckmann) will act as a 
mentor to these directors to answer any questions along the way and provide any guidance required. This will include 
organising the final show program (including small commentary to contextualise the song or the show). A producer, 
Georgia Rogers has been appointed by the committee to oversee the budget and production and will consult with the 
committee during this process.  
 
With the nature of these sections being so short, a director does not need to have any other team members but has 
the option to add a choreographer if they feel it would benefit their work. A director or choreographer can audition for 
a section they are not responsible for (for transparency, they will be excused from the process during casting 
discussion of any roles for which they have auditioned). A first-time director may feel comfortable directing only solos 
whilst a choreographer may want to only direct ensemble / dance numbers. There is some flexibility in the choices 
available, depending on the final creative team. 
 
We are also seeking Expressions of Interest from 1 or 2 Vocal Coach(es) / Musical Director(s) to take charge 
of the whole show to work with the directing team to keep a consistency of standard. They will work predominantly on 
the ensemble numbers to teach and polish part singing. 
 
The full creative team will be expected to demonstrate an awareness of the Club’s code of conduct, child protection 
and safety policies and will be required to become financial members of MMCP. The director is expected to attend all 
rehearsals and to assist with costuming and prop organisation for their musical numbers. Bumping in and out of this 
show will be minimal and directors and cast members will be required to assist with these processes.  
 
All Expressions of Interest are to be received by 6:00pm on Tuesday, 3rd August - please send to the club’s email 
address mmcp_inc@yahoo.com.au.  
 
Prospective directors will not need to attend the August committee meeting to present their Expression of Interest. 
If the committee has any questions, these will be put to you before making any decisions. 
 
  



A Timeline of the Process:  

 
July 
 

Call for EoI from potential directors/choreographers (possibly 3-4 with mentor/overseeing 
creative director) 
Advise what the program will look like to have them indicate their preferences (each director 
must take two ensemble numbers, or one director take ALL ensemble numbers) 
Call for EoI for a Musical Director/Vocal Coach for the whole show to work with the directing 
team to keep a consistency of standard. 
 

End of July MTI will issue Materials / Show Components: 
Piano / Vocal Scores 
Orchestrations  OR  RehearScore 
BMD Scenic Projections 
MTI will issue Marketing / Promotions: 
Press release template for local customization 
StageMag (customizable program from BroadwayWorld) 
Playbillder (customizable program from Playbill) 
Event poster and marketing toolkit (social media graphics) from Subplot Studio 
 

3 August 
 

EoI due back from potential directors/choreographers. 
Committee makes decision on creative team. 
Committee chooses venue/s. 
 

During August 
 

Appointed directors will meet together and decide collaboratively which song numbers they 
want to be responsible for. 
Arrange and release audition information. 
MTI will issue Materials / Show Components: 
Performance Accompaniment tracks 
 

During September 
 

Conduct open auditions in September. 
- Potential Soloists will be asked to perform a song of own choice that suits the style 

of the musical they are auditioning for.  
- Potential Ensemble will be asked to sing nominated song together and do choreo 

 

Auditions will be conducted by the whole directing team and they will discuss casting 
choices for the whole show collaboratively. The choice of soloist decisions will rest with 
individual directors (unless the Mentor Director feels these roles need to be spread more 
evenly or won’t work creatively, at which point the Producer may be asked to join this 
discussion). 
 

September – 
November 

Rehearsals and production occur. 
As per all MMCP shows, rehearsals will be held on Wednesday evenings and Sunday 
afternoons. After discussions between the producer and all the directors, a rehearsal 
schedule will be posted to all cast members. This will avoid any cast members who are in 
various numbers having clashes.  
 

Mid-October 
 

MTI will issue Materials / Show Components: 
"Theatre Is…" video. This video will feature luminaries from the theatre world sharing 
inspiring thoughts on the power of theatre. There will also be a section in the video where 
organizations can upload videos from local talent, community members, dignitaries. 

November 12 – 15, 
2021 
 

Production week / performances. 

 



Production/Technical Specifications: 

 
Venue:   To be confirmed by the MMCP committee. Stage dimensions will be provided as soon as possible to 
directors. Basic sound and lighting options will be available. 
 
Sets:   The stage background (set) will remain the same during the show. It will either be the black curtains provided 
by the venue or a flat panel painted set/backdrop. MTI’s partners at Broadway Media (BMD) will also be providing 
scenic elements that will be able to be used. Other projections are allowed as well. 
 
Props:   Props will be minimal. Hand-held props will be encouraged. If other prop pieces are needed (e.g.: chairs / 
table) these will need to be discussed with the Producer. 
 
Costumes:   With the proposed song selections, most (if not all) costumes can be sourced from the shed or cast’s 
personal wardrobes. Any costumes that need to be sourced outside of the shed are the responsibility of the director 
and must be approved by the Producer. 
 
Music:   To keep the running of the show fluid and cohesive only backing tracks will be used for musical numbers. 
These Performance Accompaniment Tracks will be provided by MTI. 
 
Budget: 
Any additional budget decisions will be made by the Producer in consultation with the overseeing creative director. 
 
 

SHOW FAQs: 
 

Can we choose our own 
songs? 
 

No, only the songs provided by MTI have been cleared for use. However, to give 
more flexibility, up to 3 options per song slot have been provided. There are 15 slots; 
for each slot, you will choose one of the options to perform in your production. 

Will tracks be available? 
 

Yes. MTI will be making accompaniment recordings available for all the songs in the 
revue. The accompaniment recordings will only be available via MTI's Performance 
Accompaniment Recordings software. 

Will Transpositions on 
Demand be available? 
 

MTI will not be offering Transpositions on Demand for the songs in the revue. You 
may do your own transpositions but remember that the orchestrations and the 
accompaniment tracks will only be in the original keys and won’t be altered by MTI.  

Can we use costumes, 
sets, and 
choreography? 
 

You can do this as a concert-style presentation or use costumes, sets, and 
choreography in your production. But, as always, you must create your own original 
choreography and designs. MTI understand that many groups have previously 
produced many of the shows and would like to remind the audience of your past 
productions. Go for it! If you have previously received permission or purchased a 
resource like "The Original Production" (original choreography) for your past 
production, then feel free to recreate the song as you did it in your past production 
since you already obtained those rights. If not, please remember that you do not 
have the rights to any of the original elements such as costumes, sets, choreography, 
etc. These are the same rules as if you were mounting a full production of any show. 
MTI will be providing the choreography for "Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious” for 
ATN! Performances. 

Are there any specific 
guidelines for casting? 
Can we cast in non-
traditional ways? 
 

There are no guidelines for casting. You cannot change any of the music or lyrics for 
any songs, but you have a lot flexibility in other ways (e.g. you may have a person of 
any gender sing any of the songs). The vocalists do not need to match the gender of 
the characters that traditionally sing the songs in the shows. You may also split up 
solos to add more singers. Directors will need to be mindful of actors in multiple 
numbers. 

 

https://www.mtishows.com/marketplace/resource/performance/performance-accompaniment-recording
https://www.mtishows.com/marketplace/resource/performance/performance-accompaniment-recording


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Feel free to listen to excerpts of the songs on MTI’s website if you’re unfamiliar with any of these songs. 
 
 
POTENTIAL ENSEMBLE NUMBERS COULD INCLUDE: 
 
SLOT 1: Be Our Guest (Beauty and the Beast) 
SLOT 5: We're All in This Together (High School Musical) 
SLOT 9: Seize the Day (Newsies) 
SLOT 10: When I Grow Up (Matilda the Musical)  OR  Children Will Listen (Into the Woods) 
SLOT 13: Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious (Mary Poppins) 
SLOT 14: Seasons of Love (Rent) 
SLOT 15: You Can’t Stop the Beat (Hairspray)  OR  Why We Tell the Story (Once on This Island) 
 
You cannot add additional songs, add any scenes, change the order of the songs or modify any lyrics. As the stage 
size may be limited, the ensemble groups should be no bigger than 20-25 people in total. Ensemble members could 
be slightly different for these different show numbers. 
 
The final show program will be decided by the appointed directing team members in consultation with the overseeing 
creative director. Be aware that some directors may need to compromise on their choices. This program may also 
change at audition time depending on potential auditionees. 
 


